
阳       关        三     叠 

Yang  Guan   San    Die 

[jaŋ     guan   san     diɛ] 

Yangguan      three  variations 

Parting at Yangguan Pass 

 

 

 

1. 

渭     城       朝          雨     邑           轻            尘。 

Wei  cheng  zhao       yu    yi            qing         chen. 

[wei  ʧǝŋ     ʤau        jy     ji             tɕIŋ           ʧǝn] 

Wei  city     morning rain  moistens  the light  dust. 

The Wei City morning rain moistens the light dust. 

 

 

客   舍    青    青     柳               色  新， 

Ke  she   qing qing  liu               se  xin, 

[kɣ  ʃɣ    tɕIŋ   tɕIŋ  liou             sɣ  ɕIn] 

The inn   green        the willow  is freshly coloured, 

The willow tree next to the inn is radiant with freshly coloured green, 

 

 

劝                  君     更     尽     一  杯       酒， 

quan              jun    geng  jin     yi   bei      jiu, 

[tɕyɛn            dɕyn gǝŋ    dɕIn  ji    bei      dɕiou] 

to encourage  you   yet             one more  drink, 

I bid you, have yet one more drink before setting out, 

 

 

西           出         阳       关       无        故  人。 

xi            chu       Yang  guan   wu        gu  ren. 

[ɕi           ʧu          jaŋ     guan   wu        gu  rǝn] 

the west  beyond  Yangguan     has no  friends. 

for there are no friends to the west beyond Yangguan Pass. 

 

 

遄           行！  长        途           越     渡       关      津，     

Chuan    xing!  Chang  tu           yue    du       guan   jin,  

[ʧuan      ɕIŋ     ʧaŋ      tu            jyɛ     du       guan  dɕIn] 

Quickly  go!    Long    journey  pass   cross   gates  waters,   

Make haste! The long journey will take you over faraway lands and waters,   

 

 

历                  苦  辛，   宜               自          珍。 

li                    ku  xin,     yi                zi           zhen. 

[li                   ku  ɕIn      ji                dzɿ          ʤǝn] 

experiencing  hardship,  adequately yourself  care for. 

in the face of great hardship, please care for yourself. 

 

 

 



 

2.  

渭     城       朝          雨     邑           轻            尘。 

Wei  cheng  zhao       yu    yi            qing         chen. 

[wei  ʧǝŋ     ʤau        jy     ji             tɕIŋ           ʧǝn] 

Wei  city     morning rain  moistens  the light  dust. 

The Wei City morning rain moistens the light dust. 

 

 

客   舍    青    青     柳               色  新， 

Ke  she   qing qing  liu               se  xin, 

[kɣ  ʃɣ    tɕIŋ   tɕIŋ  liou             sɣ  ɕIn] 

The inn   green        the willow  is freshly coloured, 

The willow tree next to the inn is radiant with freshly coloured green, 

 

 

劝                  君     更     尽     一  杯       酒， 

quan              jun    geng  jin     yi   bei      jiu, 

[tɕyɛn            dɕyn gǝŋ    dɕIn  ji    bei      dɕiou] 

to encourage  you   yet             one more  drink, 

I bid you, have yet one more drink before setting out, 

 

 

西           出         阳       关       无        故  人。 

xi            chu       Yang  guan   wu        gu  ren. 

[ɕi           ʧu          jaŋ     guan   wu        gu  rǝn] 

the west  beyond  Yangguan     has no  friends. 

for there are no friends to the west beyond Yangguan Pass. 

 

 

依   依         顾  恋      不 忍          离，    泪 滴        沾           巾。 

Yi   yi          gu  lian    bu ren         li,         lei di         zhan        jin. 

[ji   ji           gu  liɛn    bu rən          li          lei di         ʤan        dɕIn] 

Reluctantly  long for  unbearably  leave,  teardrops  moisten  the cloth. 

Reluctant to part and longing unbearably, teardrops moisten my handkerchief.  

 

 

感           怀！              思     君      十  二    时  辰。 

Gan         huai!             Si      jun     shi  er    shi  chen. 

[gan         huai              sɿ      dɕyn   ʃʅ   ər    ʃʅ   ʧən]   

Longing  recollection! Miss  you   twelve   divisions of the day (archaic). 

What longing! I shall miss you every hour. 

 

 

谁          相           因,     谁        可     相          因,     日                     驰   神。 

Shui       xiang      yin， shui     ke     xiang      yin， ri                     chi  shen. 

[ʃuɛi       ɕiaŋ        jIn      ʃuɛi     kɣ     ɕiaŋ        jIn      rʅ                     ʧʅ   ʃən]  

Whom    to share  with,  whom  can   to share  with,  day and night  to long for.   

No one to confide in, with whom can I share my thoughts? Day and night will I long for you. 

 
 

 



 

3.  

渭     城       朝          雨     邑           轻            尘。 

Wei  cheng  zhao       yu    yi            qing         chen. 

[wei  ʧǝŋ     ʤau        jy     ji             tɕIŋ           ʧǝn] 

Wei  city     morning rain  moistens  the light  dust. 

The Wei City morning rain moistens the light dust. 

 

 

客   舍    青    青     柳               色  新， 

Ke  she   qing qing  liu               se  xin, 

[kɣ  ʃɣ    tɕIŋ   tɕIŋ  liou             sɣ  ɕIn] 

The inn   green        the willow  is freshly coloured, 

The willow tree next to the inn is radiant with freshly coloured green, 

 

 

劝                  君     更     尽     一  杯       酒， 

quan              jun    geng  jin     yi   bei      jiu, 

[tɕyɛn            dɕyn gǝŋ    dɕIn  ji    bei      dɕiou] 

to encourage  you   yet             one more  drink, 

I bid you, have yet one more drink before setting out, 

 

 

西           出         阳       关       无        故  人。 

xi            chu       Yang  guan   wu        gu  ren. 

[ɕi           ʧu          jaŋ     guan   wu        gu  rǝn] 

the west  beyond  Yangguan     has no  friends. 

for there are no friends to the west beyond Yangguan Pass. 

 

 

旨             酒，   未         饮          心            已 先         醇。 

Zhi            jiu,     wei       yin          xin          yi  xian      chun. 

[ʤʅ          dɕiou  wei        jIn          ɕIn           ji  ɕiɛn      ʧu(ə)n] 

Delicious  wine,  not yet  to drink  the heart  is already  intoxicated.    

Such delicate wine, I have not yet drunk and already my heart is intoxicated. 

 

 

载           驰           骃，            何  日      言           旋           轩            辚， 

Zai          chi          yin,              he  ri       yan          xuan       xuan        lin, 

[dzai        ʧʅ           jin               hɣ  rʅ       jɛn           ɕyɛn        ɕyɛn        lIn] 

To carry  to gallop grey horse,  when      its sound  to return  carriage  to sound, 

The galloping horses carry you away, when will I hear your carriage sound again? 

 

 

能             酌           几  多         巡？ 

neng         zhuo        ji   duo        xun? 

[nəŋ          ʤuɔ       dɕi  duɔ        ɕyn] 

to be able  to drink  how many   rounds? 

How many rounds can we drink until then? 

 

 

 



 

千                巡         有          尽，                            寸         衷          难                    泯， 

Qian            xun        you       jin,                               cun        zhong     nan                  min,  

[tɕiɛn           ɕyn        jɔu        dɕIn                              tsu(ə)n ʤɔŋ        nan                  mIn] 

A thousand  rounds  to have  to exhaust the limits,   tiny       feelings  to be difficult  to vanish, 

Even if we were to drink a thousand rounds, our feelings would not vanish, 

 

 

无    穷       的   伤      感！ 

wu   qiong  di    shang gan! 

[wu  tɕiɔŋ   di    ʃaŋ     gan]  

everlasting         sadness! 

what everlasting sadness! 

 

 

尺   素      申，          尺 素            频      申               如     相      亲。 

Chi  su     shen,          chi su            pin     shen           ru      xiang qin. 

[ʧʅ   su     ʃən             ʧʅ  su            pIn     ʃən             ru      ɕiaŋ   tɕIn] 

In letters  to express,  in messages  often  to express  as if   to be intimate. 

We shall write to each other our thoughts and share ourselves often in messages, as if we were together. 

 

 

噫！   从      今     一  别   两    地         相      思         入          梦            频， 

Yi!     Cong  jin     yi  bie  liang di          xiang si          ru           meng       pin,  

[ji       tsɔŋ    dɕIn   ji  biɛ   liaŋ   di          ɕiaŋ   sɿ         ru           məŋ         pIn] 

Alas!  From  now  apart    two    places  lovesickness  to enter   a dream   frequently, 

Alas!  From this point our longing souls will meet often in dreams across great distances, 

 

 

鸿     雁             来 宾。 

hong yan           lai bin. 

[hɔŋ  jɛn            lai bIn] 

the wild goose  to visit. 

with the wild goose as our carriage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Notes: 

The [ə] vowel in ‘cheng’ [ʧǝŋ], ‘chen’ [ʧǝn], and other syllables with similar ‘en’ or ‘eng’ endings is higher 

and more forward position than in the English ‘chunk’, combining both [e/ɣ] 

- Diphthongs and triphthongs that begin with ‘u’ or ‘i’ should have a [w] or [j] glide element even as 

each vowel is sounded, for example: 

- ‘guan’ and ‘chuan’ are both [guan/ gwan] and [ʧuan/ ʧwan] 

- ‘die’ and ‘bie’ are both [diɛ/ djɛ] and [biɛ/bjɛ] 

- ‘liu’ and ‘jiu’ are both [liou/ljou] and [dɕiou/ dɕjou] 
- ‘lian’ and ‘xian’ are both [liɛn/ ljɛn] and [ɕiɛn/ ɕjɛn] 

- ‘huai’ is both [huai/hwai] 

- ‘shui’ is both [ʃuɛi/ʃwɛi] 
- ‘xiang’ and ‘liang’ are both [ɕiaŋ/ ɕiaŋ] and [liaŋ/ ljaŋ] 

- ‘duo’ is both [duɔ/dwɔ] 

- ‘qian’ is both [tɕiɛn/ tɕjɛn]           

- ‘qiong’ is both [tɕiɔŋ/ tɕjɔŋ] 
- Give special attention to the [ɣ] vowel of ‘she’, ‘se’, ‘ke’, and ‘he’, which requires simultaneously 

having the mouth open with slight ‘smile’ of [e], a flat tongue slightly raised in back, and raised soft 

palate 

- Carefully distinguish between certain related but distinct initial consonants 

o ‘sh’ and ‘x’ – The tongue position is different for ‘shui’ and ‘xiang’ [[ʃuɛi  ɕiaŋ]       

 For ‘shui’, the tip of the tongue curls backward & its bottom touches the mouth roof 

 For ‘xiang’, flatten & raise your tongue blade near the mouth roof 

o ‘zh’ and ‘j’- The tongue position is different for ‘zhi’ and ‘jiu’ [ʤʅ  dɕiou] 

o ‘ch’ and ‘q’ - The tongue position is different for ‘qing’ and ‘chen’ [tɕIŋ ʧǝn]  

- The [ɔ] vowel for ‘qiong’ [tɕiɔŋ], ‘zhong’ [ʤɔŋ], ‘cong’ [tsɔŋ], and ‘hong’ [hɔŋ] is open but also 

slightly higher and more forward, with an element of the [ʊ] vowel included 

- The [ɔ] vowel of ‘duo’ [duɔ] is only slightly opened from the close [o] vowel; it should be midway 

[o/ɔ] 

o Form a slight ‘w’ in the lips before intoning the ‘d’  

- Remember that the [ɿ] and [ʅ] symbols used for ‘zi’ [dzɿ]  and ‘si’ [sɿ], as well as ‘shi’ [ʃʅ], ‘ri’ [rʅ], 

‘chi’ [ʧʅ], and ‘zhi’ [ʤʅ] were created to represent specific Mandarin ‘i’ sounds and are not officially 

recognized as IPA  

o Here, the ‘i’ of ‘zi’ and ‘si’ is a short buzzed continuation – resonate the vocal folds on the 

preceding ‘z’ and ‘s’ consonants, slightly longer and more forward than ‘dzi’ of ‘Godzilla’ or 

‘si’ of ‘possible’  

o The [ʅ] vowel is higher and slightly more forward than ‘er’ final syllables in English words 

like ‘father’;  

 It is a long buzzed continuation – resonate vocal folds on preceding consonants,  

sung similarly to a prolonged first syllable of ‘shirt/measure/chirp/germ’ 

o Refer to the Mandarin Pronunciation Guide for details 

- The [u(ə)n] vowel of ‘chun’ [ʧu(ə)n] and ‘cun’ [tsu(ə)n]  is formed with a [w] before articulating the 

‘ch’ and ‘c’ initials 

 


